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Men who exercise a formational ministry with new and younger brothers will welcome the insights in this statement garnered both from our rich theological and spiritual traditions and from our common experience.

Men in the process of this special formation for ordination will rejoice at the articulation of a role that, while different from diocesan priestly life centered in a parish community, nevertheless includes a centering in the gifts of the Spirit to religious founders for the sake of the Gospel within the larger Church, be it practiced in parochial, educational, monastic, or missionary settings.

CMSM expresses its gratitude to those who made generous contributions for this project: the May Bonfils Stanton Memorial Trust; the Order of Friars Minor of the Province of the Most Holy Name; the Priests of the Sacred Heart; St. Mary’s Abbey, New Jersey.

The Statement is available online: (Formation), as is an unofficial Spanish translation (Formación).
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